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Executive Summary
• The housing market has benefited from lower prices, subsidized mortgage rates, tax credits, increased FHA 

lending and a government-sponsored slow down in distressed liquidations, which has led to an increase in 
transactions and some support for prices.

• However, high percentages of borrowers with negative equity, high unemployment, lack of non-agency 
securitized credit, and increasing delinquency trends continue to weigh on the market, prolonging the bottoming 
process and preventing a recovery.

• Already at nearly 8MM, the number of delinquent borrowers should continue to grow in 2010 putting additional 
pressure on housing supply. While government efforts to delay this problem have so far succeeded in “kicking 
the can down the road”, a permanent solution is still required.

• Although traditional measures of affordability remain near all time highs, flat incomes, higher down payment 
requirements and a lack of mortgage credit have reduced buyers’ purchasing power and will likely continue to 
limit demand in 2010.

• The government has become the largest force in the housing and mortgage markets, and may expand its reach 
even further in 2010. It is already responsible for 80-90% of new mortgage originations (including 33% through 
the FHA), the vast majority of new agency MBS purchases, and is paying people to buy a house, sell a house, 
and stay in a house. Government intervention has already caused volatile housing data, and may affect 
traditional seasonal patterns in 2010.

• Home prices should continue to decline 10-15% through 2010 as fundamental price ratios remain elevated, but 
differentiation by geographical region and price tier should increase as various parts of the market bottom before 
others with California and the lowest price tiers leading the way, and Florida and the highest price tiers lagging 
the most. Seasonality and shift-in-mix issues should also continue to affect aggregate home price indices.

• 2010 will be a pivotal year for housing, as transactions slowly pick up, but prices continue to slide lower. It should 
mark the beginning of the bottom for the market – but how long that bottom persists will be determined by events 
throughout the year. Keep a close eye on government programs, delinquency trends, the shadow inventory, 
mortgage credit availability (particularly the FHA) and employment trends.

This material is not a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any security, commodity or other financial instrument (or related derivative) or to participate in any trading strategy. This material was not 
prepared by the Morgan Stanley research department. Please refer to important information and qualifications at the end of this material. 2
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Housing Snapshot: Positives
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Source: OFHEO, Macro Markets, BLS, NAR, US Census, Loan Performance, Morgan Stanley

Months of SupplyHome InventoryHome Sales

Sales improved throughout the spring and 
summer of 2009, helped by tax credits, low 

mortgage rates and FHA lending

A variety of factors including moratoria and 
modification programs have decreased the 

official supply of homes listed for sale

As a result, the official months supply is 
dropping sharply, but shadow inventory, which 

is growing, is not included in the calculation

Home prices oscillated around inflation until 2001 
(normalized to 1987), and while they have fallen 

significantly, they are still high at this point

Home Prices vs. Inflation 
(1987 – Present)
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Housing Starts and 
Permits

Starts and permits have also shown some 
stabilization, but building more homes with 

growing delinquencies could be risky

Affordability

Traditional affordability shows that homes are 
cheap, but it does not account for credit 

conditions, down payments, or wealth effects
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Housing Snapshot: Negatives
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As a result of the decline in prices, about 
34% of all mortgage holders, and 25% of 

all homeowners, are now underwater

Already nearly 8MM mortgages (14% of the 
total), are now delinquent or in foreclosure, 

and the number is still growing quickly

Negative Equity Shadow Inventory                           
(Foreclosures and Delinquencies)
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At the same time, unemployment and 
underemployment remain high, putting more 

borrowers at risk of defaulting on their mortgages
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The home ownership rate remains higher than 
historical levels, suggesting continued 
weakness for home buying demand
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Housing Snapshot: Market Composition
• The housing market has fundamentally changed for the near-term, as foreclosed sales comprise a significant 

share of total sales. While short sales may replace foreclosures as the liquidation method of choice, distressed 
sales in general should continue to grow in 2010.
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• The housing market is now fragmented and 
dysfunctional, and can be classified into three groups:
1. Foreclosed Homes

• Foreclosed sales were 45% of all sales in March 
2009 compared to less than 5% from 2000 to 2006. 
They are currently about 30% of all sales

• Foreclosed homes in October 2009 sold at a 
median price of $127/sqft, a 40% discount to the 
$210/sqft price of non-foreclosed existing homes

2. Non-Foreclosed Existing Homes
• Sales of non-foreclosed existing homes have fallen 

70% from 2004 peak levels
• Non-foreclosed existing homes traditionally 

comprised about 80% of all sales, but now account 
for only 65%

3. New Homes
• Sales of new homes made up nearly 20% of all 

transactions, but now account for less than 10%
• New home prices are less transparent than existing 

home prices because builders often add non-
monetary incentives such as free pools and 
upgrades to promote sales

Our base case projections for market composition, 
including seasonal shifts in mix

Source: Radar Logic, National Association of Realtors, Morgan Stanley



DQ = Non-current. Includes all delinquency states                        
SD = Seriously delinquent. Includes 90+, but excludes foreclosures and REOs                  
FC = Foreclosed. Does not include REO.

• Perhaps the biggest issue for the housing market in 2010 is the shadow inventory. While delinquencies continue 
to climb, the liquidation of these properties has slowed. As a result, shadow inventory is growing faster than ever.

• Estimating shadow inventory:
− We define shadow inventory as the number of mortgages, and the associated balance, that must be liquidated based on current 

mortgage transition rates
− There are currently ~7.8MM mortgages (14% of the total) that are either delinquent or in foreclosure. Of those, roughly 5MM are 

more than 90 days delinquent
Percent and Loan Count Performance by Category (as of 11/09)

Supply: Shadow Inventory
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Source: McDash, Morgan Stanley
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Supply: Shadow Inventory Projections
• We project the required liquidation balances and number of loans using three cases: Base, Bull and Bear

− Base Case: Project transition rates forward for 6 months, hold constant for 1.5 years (assumes flat bottom), then return to 
historical levels (assumes normal growth resumes). Current to delinquent transition rate is based on relationship to, and 
forecast of, unemployment claims. Ramp the liquidation rate up over 18 months.

− Bear Case: Drop the 60+ cure rate to zero for 2 years (assumes everyone who makes it to 60+ eventually gets liquidated), then 
return to historical levels. Current to delinquent and liquidation same as in base-case.

− Bull Case: Hold transition rates at current level for 2 years (assumes we’re already at the worst point for performance), then 
return to historical levels. Current to delinquent and liquidation same as in base-case.

• These assumptions do not take into consideration government intervention and instead are based solely on 
mortgage performance. As a result of aggressive government action, the likely outcome would probably be 
closer to the bull case. The timing may also be prolonged.
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• While traditional measures of affordability show that houses are cheap, credit availability and down payments 
paint a bleaker picture.

• While the first year cash outlay for a typical foreclosed home today is close to that required at the peak, both non-
foreclosed existing homes and new homes still require a first year cash outlay that is nearly double that at the 
peak.

• In this calculation, we see that while required monthly mortgage payments have fallen regardless of property type 
thanks to government stimulus and lower prices, more stringent down payment requirements are driving the lack 
of affordability in today’s market. 

Demand: Affordability
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Housing Costs

$25,927

$5,220

$20,727

0.42

$50,303

$20,880

$435

$20,727

$103,633

Existing Home Today 2
(Foreclosed)

$43,344

$8,724

$34,620

0.69

$50,303

$34,896

$727

$34,620

$173,100

Existing Home Today 2
(Non-Foreclosed)

$53,132

$10,692

$42,440

0.85

$50,303

$42,768

$891

$42,440

$212,200

New Home Today 2

$24,757Total First Year Cash Outlay

$13,188First year’s payments

$11,569Down payment

Cash Outlay

1.09
Required income to median 

income ratio

$48,201Median household income

$52,752Required income (Annual) 3

$1,099Monthly payment

$11,569Required down payment

$231,385Median home price

Median Home At Peak 1

(Summer 2006)

1. Assumes 5% down payment, 6% IO mortgage, IO payment
2. Assumes 20% down payment, 4.8% 30-yr Fixed Mortgage
3. Assumes 25% front-end DTI

Source: National Association of Realtors, US Census, Radar Logic, Bloomberg



• In addition to measures of affordability, it is enlightening to calculate purchase power based on the required 
down payment. By providing 3.5% down mortgages, the FHA could continue to expand buyer purchase power in 
2010. However, losses and poor performance of FHA mortgages may eventually limit credit availability.

• Clearly the down payment requirements vary based on the mortgage type, but more importantly the leverage 
significantly affects the price that a buyer can afford. 0% down payment mortgages help explain why home 
prices escalated so fast during the bubble because the purchase power became solely limited by the borrower’s 
income, which was often only stated.

• Looking at it another way, assume that a potential home buyer has only the $6,059 required by the FHA to 
purchase a median-priced home of $173,100. If the FHA down payment requirement was raised to 5% from 
3.5%, the purchase power of that potential buyer would decline to $121,180 (20 x $6,059). That is a reduction in 
purchase power of 30%. If using an agency mortgage, the purchase power drops to only $30,295.

• The FHA now insures roughly 33% of new mortgage originations, up from 2% in 2006. 

Demand: Purchase Power
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$8,655$6,059$34,620$0Required Down Payment

20x the down payment28.6x the down payment5x the down paymentRestricted only by incomeMax Purchase Power

$173,100$173,100$173,100$173,100Median Home Price Today
(Non-Foreclosed Existing)

Unlimited

Income

Infinite

0% Down Payment
(Bubble Mortgage)

$173,100

Cash on hand,
Existing home equity,

Income

28.6x

3.5% Down Payment
(FHA Mortgage)

$121,180

Cash on hand,
Existing home equity,

Income

20x

5% Down Payment
(Proposed FHA Change)

$30,295Purchase Power      
(Assume $6,059 down1)

Cash on hand, 
Existing home equity,

Income
Affordability Factors

5xLeverage

20% Down Payment
(Agency Mortgage)

Source: National Association of Realtors, FHA, Fannie Mae
1. $6,059 is the required down payment using an FHA mortgage for a median-priced home, and is used to compare purchase power to other mortgage types



Government Programs: HAMP
• No government program to address the nearly 8MM delinquent borrowers is larger or more ambitious than 

HAMP (Home Affordable Modification Program). However, completed modifications have severely missed 
expectations, and the program will likely need to change or be expanded in 2010.

• How is HAMP different from previous modification efforts?
− Explicit goal to reduce monthly payments to 31.5% front-end DTI (debt-to-income ratio)
− Logit model used to account for re-default probability in assessing modifications
− Incentive fees paid to servicers for modifications, and both borrowers and servicers for performance
− Potential use of interest rate, loan term, and principal modifications to reach targets

• How does HAMP work?
− Borrower must be at least 60 days delinquent or at imminent risk of default
− 15-20 minute phone call to qualify for a trial modification based on stated income
− Trial period during which borrowers must remain current and produce documentation of income, affidavits, etc.
− Performance and approved paperwork results in completed modification

• How has HAMP performed?
− 728K trial modifications have been completed as of 12/10/09, however only 31K have become permanent
− Paperwork and logistical issues are prolonging the process
− Typical LTV ratios increase due to capitalization of missed payments and fully-escrowed nature of HAMP modifications
− Typical back-end DTI ratios remain high since they are not accounted for during the modification process
− Lack of data to quantify recidivism rates, but re-default rates during the trial period are already 20-30%

• What is the potential impact?
− Improved recidivism rate vs. other modification programs in the short term. 30% on the optimistic side, 60% on the pessimistic 

side within 6 months.
− Poor recidivism rates longer term as negative equity and back-end DTI are not addressed in the modification
− Delayed and extended liquidation timelines for borrowers who ultimately do not qualify, or who re-default
− Prevent the liquidation of properties for those borrowers who remain current on a go-forward basis, thereby reducing shadow 

inventory
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Government Programs: Other 
• The government will continue to be active in 2010 in its efforts to help the housing market recover through a 

variety of stimulus programs. Here is a look at existing and announced programs, and their potential effectiveness:
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More short sales as a share of 
distressed sales, but still a high 
number of distressed sales.

Continue to drive down 
prices, although not as much 
as foreclosures.

Likely lower loss 
severities. Smaller 
neighborhood impact.

Replace foreclosures with 
short sales as preferred 
liquidation tool.

Incentives for borrower, 
lien holders and investors 
to facilitate short sales.

HAFA (Home 
Affordable 
Foreclosure 
Alternatives)

FHA may scale back the program. 
Increasing down payment 
requirement has negative impact 
by reducing purchase power

Mortgage performance is 
poor. FHA now tightening 
standards, which may 
reduce effectiveness.

Increases affordability 
and purchase power  
by reducing down 
payment.

Provide credit to lower 
credit borrowers. Increase 
liquidity for mortgage 
availability.

3.5% down, conforming 
balance, easier credit 
mortgages.

FHA Mortgage 
Program

May cause waves of foreclosures 
as moratoria periods end. Could 
exacerbate price declines at certain 
times of the year.

Data does not support the 
“curing” theory. Extends 
liquidation timelines. May 
lead to higher severities.

Keeps shadow 
inventory off the 
market for some time.

Give time for borrowers to 
catch up on payments, 
improve financial 
situations.

Mandates to prevent 
foreclosures for certain 
time periods.

Foreclosure 
Moratoria

Demand will be pulled forward and 
some will be marginally created. 
May have payback period upon 
expiration in first-half of 2010.

High rates of fraud. New 
home sales indicated more 
demand was pulled forward 
than marginally created.

Increases affordability 
by effectively lowering 
price / down payment.

Reduce effective prices, 
increase affordability. 
Promote demand.

$8000 for first time home 
buyers. $6500 for existing 
owners with restrictions. 
Income limits to qualify.

First Time 
Home Buyer 
Tax Credit

Rates will likely back up after 
expiration. Government now 80-
90% of total mortgage market. 

Program set to end. Market 
expectation for rates to 
increase 20-50 bps.

Increases affordability 
on a monthly basis.

Support mortgage rates 
and liquidity for mortgage 
availability.

Fed purchase of $1.25 
trillion agency MBS slated 
to end in March 2010.

Agency MBS 
Purchase 
Program

Size of program is currently small, 
but has potential to reduce shadow 
inventory significantly.

Agencies become landlords, 
potentially holding real 
estate on balance sheets. 
How are marks and losses 
determined?

Reduces shadow 
inventory by keeping 
houses occupied.

Prevent liquidations by 
keeping owners in houses 
as tenants. Support home 
values with higher 
occupancy levels.

Fannie and Freddie 
program. Delinquent 
borrowers can turn in their 
deed for a lease on the 
same house.

Deed-for-
Lease

Program effectiveness has run its 
course with little impact. Troubled 
borrowers are more than 125 LTV.

Limited to borrowers who 
can stay current and only 
slightly underwater.

Allows underwater 
borrowers to reduce 
monthly payments.

Reduce payments and 
increase affordability for 
existing home owners. 
Prevent liquidations.

Promoting refinancing for 
borrowers under 125 
current LTV.

HARP (Home 
Affordable 
Refinance 
Program)

Likely OutcomeConsProsGoalDescriptionProgram



• The impact of government programs can already be seen in housing data, and the volatility created by 
introductions, expirations and extensions of those programs should continue throughout 2010. Traditional 
seasonal patterns may be disrupted.

• This volatility can be observed in recent home sales data around the initial effective deadlines of the home buyer 
tax credit.
− For new home sales, the initial 11/09 expiration of the tax credit created an effective deadline in 7/09 since the homes would have 

to be built and delivered by the actual deadline. Contract signings soared going into July, then dropped afterward
− For existing home sales, contract signings had an effective deadline of 10/09, and closings had a deadline of 11/09. Signings 

surged into the deadline and dropped precipitously immediately after. Corresponding closings also surged into November
− It remains to be seen whether the extension and expansion of the tax credit will have its desired effect of continuing the increase 

in sales, and whether this program created additional demand or just pulled it forward
− Other stimulus, including the MBS purchase program, and growth in FHA lending may have also contributed to the gains
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Government Programs: Initial Effects
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Home Prices: Fundamental Ratios
• Fundamental ratios of non-foreclosed home prices to income, rent and inflation remain elevated above their 

normalized levels, suggesting additional price declines for 2010. Foreclosed home prices have mostly reverted 
to normalized levels. Ratios are normalized to 1 in 1987 or 2000, by economist consensus estimates.1
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For foreclosed homes, the price to income ratio 
is roughly back to that reached in 1987 and 

2000. Both non-foreclosed existing homes and 
new homes remain elevated above historical 

levels

The price to rent ratios are falling as well, 
however all home types are still higher than 
levels reached in 2000 (rental data to 1990). 
Foreclosed homes are closest to returning to 

historical levels.

When compared to inflation, all home types 
remain higher than ratios reached in 1987 and 
2000. Foreclosed homes are again closest to 
historical levels, while non-foreclosed existing 

homes and new homes remain highly elevated.

1. Case-Shiller 10-MSA index used to backfill RPX data to 1987. RPX foreclosed and non-foreclosed data and US Census new home data then used to backfill component prices by using the proportional 
relationship between component transactions and ensuring that sums of all components equaled RPX aggregate composite data.

Source: Radar Logic, Macro Markets, BLS, PPR, Bloomberg, Morgan Stanley
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Home Prices: Trends by Segment
• While prices are expected to decline through 2010, as they approach bottom the differentiation in trends across 

geographies and price tiers should continue to increase, with the west region outperforming other distressed 
areas, and low-end homes outperforming high-end homes.
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• By geography, California, which is a non-
judicial and effectively non-recourse 
state, is faring better than other 
distressed regions such as Florida. While 
seasonality and shift-in-mix effects exist 
in price indices, the recent support for 
home prices in California has been much 
stronger than in Florida.

• By price tier, the low end has generally 
corrected more than the high end. Low 
tier prices in LA have reverted to 2003 
levels, while the high tier remains at 2004 
levels. Recent support has also been 
stronger at the low end as stimulus 
programs typically have loan balance or 
income limits. The lack of support for 
jumbo lending is also hurting the high tier.

CA vs. FL1

1. Equal weight state indices created by averaging Case-Shiller Los Angeles, San Francisco and San Diego MSA indices
Source: Macro Markets

Los Angeles by Price Tier



Home Prices: Seasonality
• Home prices and sales from 2007 onwards (down-market years) have exhibited stronger seasonality than during 

the 2000-2007 period (up-market years).

• Distressed vs. non-distressed sales and prices also exhibit different seasonality trends, with distressed sales 
exhibiting little seasonality, and non-distressed sales exhibiting strong seasonality, adding to the changes in 
seasonal patterns observed in total sales and price data.

• Finally, government programs that shift the timing of sales and price support can have a strong effect on 
traditional seasonal patterns and may disrupt some of those patterns in 2010.
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Both new and existing home sales show a similar effect, with 
stronger summer increases and steeper winter declines

RPX prices and transactions show stronger seasonal 
patterns during down market years vs. up market years



• The shift-in-mix of home sales (changes in distressed vs. non-distressed, or high-end vs. low-end proportions) can 
have a significant impact on home price indices. Changing sales mix in 2010 due to government programs, credit 
availability and fundamental demand could continue to impact aggregate price indices in both directions.

• Since non-distressed sales are highly seasonal while distressed sales are not, some of the shift-in-mix of home 
sales has itself become seasonal.

• Shift-in-mix effects can be strong enough to cause aggregate data to move in the opposite direction of underlying 
components, or change the nature of aggregate price comparisons over time. This could occur in either direction.
− From mid-June to mid-July, the RPX composite index rose by $1.52/sqft. However, both distressed and non-distressed prices fell, 

-$0.32/sqft and -$0.95/sqft, respectively. During this time, the proportion of distressed sales dropped from 23.5% to 20.6%

− Since the recent RPX composite trough in March 2009, distressed prices have fallen to all-time lows, and non-distressed prices 
are near those March lows. However, due to the shift-in-mix, the composite index is higher than its components would suggest

Home Prices: Shift-in-Mix

20.6%$198.40$213.05$131.187/23/2009

23.5%$196.88$214.00$131.506/15/2009

-$0.32

Distressed Price

+$1.52

Actual Index

-2.9%

% Distressed

-$0.95Change

Non-Distressed PriceDate
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Year Month

− As distressed sales picked up, it began to produce a seasonal shift-in-mix 
effect. In winter, not only do non-distressed sales command lower prices, 
but low-priced distressed sales become a larger portion of the market, 
depressing aggregate prices. The opposite occurs in summer months

25.4%$193.43$209.96$127.5710/15/2009

31.8%$185.38$206.83$130.943/31/2009

-$3.37

Distressed Price

+$8.05

Actual Index

-6.4%

% Distressed

+$3.13Change

Non-Distressed PriceDate



Home Prices: Overall Projections
• Our current base case projection, which assumes a worsening distressed home market, projects additional price 

declines through 2010, with the trough occurring in early 2011.

• However, as liquidations slow and foreclosed prices flatten, thanks in part to government programs, we are likely 
closer now to our bull case projection.
− Base case: Foreclosed prices decline 10%, transactions increase 50%. Overall home prices are projected to decline 43% from 

peak to trough, or an additional 16% from latest levels
− Bull case: Foreclosed prices and transactions stabilize. Overall home prices are projected to decline 39% from peak to trough, or 

an additional 10% from latest levels
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Affordability is likely at its best point right now. 30-year fixed rates are near 5%, FHA loans are still 3.5% down, home prices are 30% below peak, and the tax credit 
remains in place. As stimuli begin to expire, however, starting with the MBS purchase program and the tax credit, affordability will likely get slightly worse. Lower prices 
will help offset those factors, but any pull back in FHA availability will hurt affordability, especially if the down payment requirement is increased.

Affordability

Prime mortgage performance will probably deteriorate further, but subprime should keep stabilizing with burnout. The collateral sectors at most risk for poor 
performance include prime jumbo and agency mortgages, although an improvement in the employment picture should help stem the rates of change. Option-ARM 
recasts also occur in size in 2010, and although they represent a small percentage of the mortgage market, they are heavily concentrated in certain geographies and 
bank balance sheets.

Mortgage 
Performance

Trial mods and conversions to full mods will continue to improve throughout the first half of 2010. This will lead to better reported delinquency rates as full mod loans go 
back to being current. Initial recidivism make look ok, but will likely deteriorate toward the end of the year. If problems persist in getting trial mods to full mods, Treasury 
may loosen documentation standards to improve the completion rate. This may lead to more conversions and less-than-full doc mods which could affect long term 
recidivism. Mortgages that don’t qualify for HAMP or fall out during the trial period may add to liquidation totals in the first 6 months of 2010.

HAMP 
Modifications

The slowdown in liquidations has created an artificial shortage of homes available for sale, and official inventory numbers should continue to improve into early 2010. 
However, inventory may increase later in the year as short sales and foreclosures begin to be sold again. However, we are likely past the peak of official inventory 
numbers as well as months supply. New home inventory has improved significantly and should continue to decline so long as builders don’t overestimate the growth in 
sales and start building too many houses again.

Official 
Inventory

Expect to see a continued push on the part of the government to support both the housing and mortgage markets. While current expiration deadlines converge in early 
2010, certain programs may be extended and/or expanded to reduce the negative impact of stimulus withdrawal. The government is now providing incentives for home 
purchases, home sales, and modifications, and is 80-90% of both sides of mortgage origination. The government’s role will be critical in 2010 and beyond, so any new 
support or changes to existing programs should be watched closely. 

Other 
Government 
Programs

Shadow inventory should improve slightly as modifications take hold and some delinquent loans revert to current. Liquidations will probably stay low for early 2010, but 
pick up later from mortgages that either don’t qualify or fall out of HAMP, and an increase in short sales and deed-in-lieu sales. However, mortgage performance 
continues to deteriorate, especially in prime collateral, which keeps adding to the shadow inventory even as other factors begin to reduce the current supply. 

Shadow 
Inventory and 
Liquidations

Home prices will probably continue to be volatile, but the trend should keep sliding lower, although at a slower pace than in 2009. Prices will probably fall an additional 
5-10% by end of Q1, and show some resilience again through the spring selling season. Price changes may vary greatly by geography as California leads the way 
toward recovery while Florida and the mid-west continue to lag. Prices of distressed sales will likely continue to fall as more inventory hits the market and short sales 
actually close. Currently, distressed sale prices are at their lowest point in this downturn and are still falling.

Home Prices

Home sales should continue to perform differently across new, foreclosed, and non-foreclosed existing sales. Thanks to lower prices, government stimulus and support 
for mortgages, we are likely past the trough for sales. Total sales in 2010 should tick up from 2009, but continue to be led by distressed sales. Short sales should pick 
up as a share of distressed sales, with jumbo distressed sales picking up as well, but foreclosures will continue to haunt the market. New home sales could continue to 
regain market share in early 2010 as liquidations remain slow. Non-distressed sales may also pick up, but activity will probably remain concentrated at the lower end.

Home Sales

2010 OutlookMeasure



Key Issues for 2010
• Government Programs

− This may be the most important aspect to watch in 2010. In the early part of the year, the government will be forced to deal with 
the HAMP modification program. How they approach these changes will help shine a light on their determination to support the 
market, and their willingness to stick with a seemingly broken program. Also watch for expansion of other existing programs such
as the deed-for-lease program currently administered through Fannie Mae, and for the introduction of new programs or a push for 
principal reductions that address negative equity issues.

• Delinquency Trends and Shadow Inventory
− The rate of delinquency should be closely watched to determine how bad this problem is going to get, and whether it can be 

effectively controlled. Also important is the rate of change of delinquencies within prime mortgages, as they have yet to reach a 
peak, indicating that the problem will get worse before it gets better. With the number of borrowers who haven’t made a payment 
in over 3 months at roughly 5MM and growing, the question of what do to with them will become harder to answer.

• Liquidation of Distressed Properties
− The liquidation of distressed properties has stabilized, resulting in some support for home prices. However, with nearly 8MM and

growing delinquent mortgages, look closely for any changes to the liquidation rate as well as changes in the methods of 
liquidation. Increased short sales may initially boost home prices and minimize loss severities, but a substantial increase in short 
sales can have the same negative effect on prices as any other distressed sale.

• Mortgage Credit Availability
− Closely watch any actions related to FHA lending standards, particularly the down payment requirements. Recent relaxations in 

balance sheet requirements for the agencies should help with availability, but a pullback in FHA lending could be a big negative. 
Also watch for early signs of securitization, particularly within the jumbo space, where credit is sorely lacking.

• Employment and Income Trends
− Macro trends should be watched for positive changes, not just stabilization. If employment and income trends improve quickly, 

additional demand for housing may accelerate more than expected. However, if trends stabilize but fail to improve, the bottom 
could persist for a longer period of time.
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